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MUSIC OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
MUSIC OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS SOUTHWEST

INTRODUCTION

BY HARRY TSCHOPIK, JR., ASSISTANT CURATOR OF ETHNOLOGY, AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

The term "southwest" designates a vast natural geographical area lying to the south of the more clearly defined Rocky Mountain ranges between the Colorado River and the Rio Grande—pecked drainage system. In large part, this region lies within the boundaries of Arizona and New Mexico. The northern portion is a high, semi-arid plateau, sculptured by the action of wind and water into spectacular buttes and mesas, sheer-walled canyons, and dry sandy washes. Vegetation consists in the main of pinon and juniper with forests of pine and Douglas fir clothing the higher mountains. At the southern escarpment of the Colorado plateau, marked by the watershed between the little Colorado and Salt rivers, elevation decreases abruptly, and the mountains give way to flat, arid desert country. Here the sun-baked terrain is covered by mesquite, creosote bush, and a great variety of cacti.

Although as a matter of convenience anthropologists have long considered the southwest as a "culture area," the region is conspicuously lacking in cultural unity. Few traits may be cited that are characteristic of the area as a whole. When the first Spanish explorers entered these desert wastes in 1539, they encountered native peoples who ranged in cultural complexity from the primitive Walapai hunters and gatherers on the one hand to the sophisticated town-dwelling Pueblos on the other. Language likewise reveals an essential lack of unity. The Navajo and Apache speak Athabaskan dialects, Yuma, Walapai, and Havasupai belong to the Yuman stock, while Papago and Hopi are Uto-Aztecan languages. In regard to other pueblo groups, Taos and San Ildefonso are Tanoan while Zuni speech is isolated and is considered unrelated to any other known language. Similarly, although they are all classed as "American Indians," the southwestern peoples exhibit no physical uniformity and may be divided into several distinctive types on the basis of racial criteria.

On cultural grounds it is possible to classify the Indians of the Southwest into three major groups: (1) the Pueblos; (2) the Southern Athabascans; and (3) the Rancheria tribes. In several respects the Plateau Yumans (Walapai and Havasupai) fall outside this threefold classification and must be considered separately.

The Pueblo Indians and their ancestors and predecessors have inhabited the canyons and mesas of the Colorado plateau since the beginning of the Christian era. Present day descendants of the ancient people, represented in this album by the Hopi, Zuni, San Ildefonso, and Taos Indians, are distributed in a series of towns from the Little Colorado River to the Rio Grande. The culture of the Pueblo tribes is highly distinctive and is set off from that of the surrounding groups in a number of ways. Intensive agriculture forms the basis of the economy, and important native crops include maize, beans, squash, and cotton. Towns consist of multi-storied terraced community houses constructed of masonry and arranged around one or more plazas, each containing several special ceremonial structures or Kivas, often subterranean, in which important sacred rites take place. The peaceful Pueblos are expert craftsmen, and early attained great technical proficiency in the arts, especially in pottery and weaving, most distinctive of Pueblo culture, perhaps, is its complex ceremonial organization and the degree to which ritual and mythology have been elaborated. Pueblo religion is concerned chiefly with fertility and the growing of crops, and is characterized by shrines, altars, fetishes, and offerings, as well as by complex ritual dances during which the colorfully costumed and masked performers impersonate supernatural beings.
ALTHOUGH THESE PATTERNS TEND TO BE TYPICAL OF PUEBLO CULTURE AS A WHOLE, IMPORTANT REGIONAL DIFFERENCES EXIST. THUS SUCH RIO GRANDE TOWNS AS SAN ILDEFONSO ARE CHARACTERIZED BY A DUAL DIVISION OF THE COMMUNITY WHICH FUNCTIONS IN SOCIAL AND CEREMONIAL LIFE, AND BY PATRILINEAL DESCENT. THE EASTERN PUEBLOS LIKEWISE EMPHASIZE CURING SOCIETIES AND ANIMAL DANCES, AND MAKE LITTLE USE OF RITUAL MASKS. SPANISH INFLUENCES ARE MORE MARKED IN THIS AREA, AND THE INDIANS OF TAOS AND OTHER PUEBLOS ON THE NORTHERN RIO GRANDE HAVE IN ADDITION BORROWED EXTENSIVELY FROM THE NEIGHBORING TRIBES OF THE PLAINS. THE WESTERN PUEBLOS OF HOPI AND ZUNI, ON THE OTHER HAND, TRACE DESCENT THROUGH THE FEMALE LINE, AND ARE ORGANIZED INTO MATRILINEAL CLANS AND LINEAGES THAT FUNCTION IMPORTANTLY IN RELIGIOUS LIFE. IT IS IN THIS AREA THAT CEREMONIALISM, CENTERING CHIEFLY AROUND THE KACHINA OR ANCESTOR-RAIN SPIRIT CULT AND THE KIVA GROUPS, RECEIVES ITS GREATEST ELABORATION. MYTHOLOGY AND SYMBOLISM ARE MORE COMPLEX, AND SOMETHING APPROACHING A TRUE PRIESTHOOD IS CHARACTERISTIC.


IN SPITE OF THE HEAVIER PUEBLO VENEER OF NAVAJO CULTURE, THESE PEOPLE AND THE WESTERN APACHE SHARED A WAY OF LIFE THAT WAS BASICALLY SIMILAR. BOTH, ALTHOUGH THEY ADOPTED AGRICULTURE FROM THE PUEBLO FARMERS, DEPENDED IN FORMER TIMES TO A CONSIDERABLE EXTENT UPON HUNTING AND THE GATHERING OF WILD FOODS. BOTH LED A ROVING, SEMI-NOMADIC EXISTENCE, CONDUCTING SAVAGE RAIDS AGAINST MEXICAN AND OTHER INDIAN SETTLEMENTS FOR LIVESTOCK AND BOOTY. THE WESTERN APACHE AND NAVAJO ALIKE WERE ORGANIZED INTO MATRILINEAL CLANS AND DWELLED IN WIDELY SCATTERED FAMILY ENCAMPMENTS RATHER THAN IN FIXED VILLAGES. BOTH POSSESSED RITES FOR ADOLESCENT GIRLS AND VIEWED DEATH WITH UNUSUAL HORROR AND DREAD. TOGETHER THEY SHARED A RELIGION WHICH TENDED STRONGLY TO PERSONIFY ANIMALS, PLANTS, AND THE ELEMENTS AS BOTH DESTRUCTIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE SUPERNATURAL AGENCIES. BASIC CEREMONIALISM WAS EXTREMELY SIMILAR EVEN TO SUCH SPECIFIC TRAITS AS SANDPAINTINGS, SWEATHOUSE RITES, THE SPRINKLING OF POLLEN AND CORN MEAL, AND TO DETAILS OF RITUAL PROCEDURE. THE MYTHOLOGIES OF BOTH GROUPS DEALT IN PART WITH THE DEEDS OF A LEGENDARY HERO, SLAYER OF MONSTERS.
Owing, in large part, to the intensive contacts of the Navajo with their pueblo neighbors, the former tribe was distinguished from the western Apache in a number of respects. The Navajo adopted pueblo dress and possessed a far richer material culture, including loom weaving and painted pottery, to the town-dwellers also the Navajo one much of their intricate ceremonialism which, however, they reinterpreted in terms of their dominant cultural interest — the curing of disease, during a later period the Navajo borrowed patterns of sheep herding, horse breeding, and silversmithing from the Spaniards, as well as details of Spanish costume.

Lacking such intensive pueblo contacts, the western Apache way of life appears impoverished in contrast to the Navajo, and remains a more generalized southern Athabaskan culture. In basketry alone did the western Apache excel their more advanced kinsmen, although curing rites were important, the rite for adolescent girls became the focus of tribal interest as expressed in ritual, as well as their most spectacular public ceremonial.

The third major cultural group, usually designated the "rancheria" tribes, included the Papago and related Pima of the southwestern Arizona desert and the Yuman-speaking tribes of the lower Colorado and Gila rivers. Little is known of the history of these groups save that the Papago, at least, may represent the descendants of the ancient Hohokam people of the region, although the rancheria tribes were farmers, they depended perhaps equally upon wild plant products, particularly the "mesquite bean", as well as upon small game and fish. Fixed villages were occupied, but the population shifted from one locality to another in accordance with the seasons, generally speaking arts and crafts were indifferent and rudimentary and vastly inferior to pueblo products. Social organization was characterized by rather weak patrilineal clans and political organization by chiefs who were accorded considerable prestige, but had little actual power, all peoples of the area possessed a strong sense of nationalism as well as warlike tradition, especially elaborated among the Yuman tribes where it achieved the character of a national sport. The religion of the rancheria tribes as a group was cast in the shamanistic rather than in the priestly tradition, and everywhere — although with varying local emphasis — dreams furnished the basis of supernatural power, all indulged in formal orations delivered on all ceremonial occasions, and believed in the magical powers inherent in songs and singing.

Although basic culture was essentially similar throughout this arid desert region, certain culture patterns differentiated the Papago sharply from the Yumans, of the two sub-groups the former cultivated cotton in addition to food crops, and practiced irrigation on a considerable scale, while weaving and pottery fell below pueblo standards, the Papago were expert basket makers and traded their products with the less skilled Yumans, owing either to pueblo or ancient Mexican contacts, the Papago possessed a more complex religion which was preoccupied primarily with bringing rain to the parched fields. Ritual elements included a ceremonial enclosure, shrines, altars, offerings, as well as masked dances. A major rite was the saguaro festival, during the course of which quantities of liquor made from fermented saguaro cactus fruit were consumed.

Built on much the same cultural base the Yuman way of life was oriented somewhat differently, the Yuman tribes concerned themselves with the esoteric, and emphasized dream experiences and death. All professional statuses, all success, and all power was achieved through dreams, while ritual, ceremonialism, and other external trappings of religion were rudimentary or absent, especially characteristic of the Yuma were the elaborate song cycles, ostensibly learned in dreams, that related the dreamer's adventures and excursions into the remote mythological past. Public ceremonial centered around complex funeral rites involving cremation of the dead, singing, and numerous formal orations, the mourning commemoration rite, accompanied by mock warfare, also represented a major cultural interest.

The primitive Walapai and Havasupai, while linguistically related to the river Yumans, are included in the south-east merely on the basis of their geographical location, although they live in and around the Grand Canyon in northwestern Arizona, they deserve to be classed on the basis of cultural criteria rather with the hunters and gatherers of the great basin. Both the Walapai and the Havasupai — save when they were planting their crops on the watered canyon bottom lands — led a scattered, migratory existence, collecting wild seeds and nuts and hunting small game. Material culture was extremely meager, social and political organization was of the simplest, and ritual and ceremonialism were undeveloped. Some elements of culture linked them with the western Pueblos, with whom they conducted regular trade in buckskins and hides, and certain mourning rites and songs reveal contact with the lower Colorado tribes, the basic affiliations of plateau Yuman culture, however, are with the West.

As might be expected, music reflects the major subdivisions of the Southwest as these have been established on other cultural grounds. Although the variety of musical instruments characteristic of the region was not extensive, no single tribe or cultural group possessed all types, the greatest range is exhibited by the Pueblos who employ gourd rattles, turtle shell rattles worn by dancers, notched rasps, pottery drums, tambourine drums, hollow log drums, and end flutes. Rancheria musical instruments are limited principally to gourd rattles and basket drums, although the

IN EACH AREA MUSIC IS MADE TO SERVE THE DOMINANT CULTURAL INTEREST. THUS AMONG THE PUEBLOS IT FOR THE MOST PART ACCOMPANIES THE ELABORATE RITUAL DANCES AND THE ATTENDANT SACRED RITES. NAVAJO MUSIC IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE NUMEROUS CURING CEREMONIALS, OR "SONGS," WHILE MANY WESTERN APACHE SONGS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE RITE FOR ADOLESCENT GIRLS. NEARLY ALL PAPAGO SONGS ARE CONNECTED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY WITH RAIN BRINGING, AND ANY OF THE YUMAN SONG CYCLES MAY BE PERFORMED DURING FUNERAL OBSERVANCES. MUSIC IS RELATIVELY UNIMPORTANT TO THE WALAPAI AND HAVASUPAI, BUT IS ASSOCIATED WITH SHAMANISTIC ACTIVITIES, GAMBLING, MOURNING, AND WITH THE INFREQUENT GROUP CEREMONIALS.

MUSICAL STYLE LIKewise REFLECTS THE MAJOR CULTURAL GROUPINGS. PUEBLO GROUP SINGING REPRESENTS THE MOST COMPLEX MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT IN ABORIGINAL AMERICA NORTH OF MEXICO. ALTHOUGH IT IS MUCH MIXED AS TO INFLUENCES AND SOURCES, SOME AUTHORITIES POINT TO STYLISTIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WESTERN AND EASTERN PUEBLO MUSIC, A DIVISION CLEARLY MARKED ON OTHER CULTURAL GROUNDS. JUST AS THE MUSIC OF HOPI AND ZUNI IS MORE INTRICATE, SO THE TEXTS OF WESTERN PUEBLO SONGS ARE MORE ELABORATE. THE LYRICS OF MANY EASTERN PUEBLO SONGS, ON THE OTHER HAND, ARE COMPOSED MERELY OF MEANINGLESS SYLLABLES, REMINISCENT OF THE PLAINS STYLE, AND PLAINS INFLUENCES ARE ESPECIALLY MARKED IN THE MUSIC OF SUCH RIO GRANDE TOWNS AS TAOS.

NAVAJO AND WESTERN APACHE GROUP SINGING IS EQUALLY DISTINCTIVE, WITH ITS RAPID, BOUNDING MOVEMENT, SUBTLE VARIATIONS, AND RESTLESS, BEAUTIFUL MELODIES. SOME LYRICS ARE REMINISCENT OF THE PUEBLOS, AND PLAINS INFLUENCES ARE DETECTABLE IN OTHER SONGS. IN SEVERAL RESPECTS, HOWEVER, NAVAJO AND WESTERN APACHE MUSIC RESEMBLES MORE SPECIFICALLY THAT OF NORTHEASTERN CANADA, WHERE CAME THE ANCESTRAL SOUTHERN ATHABASCANS. WHILE THE STYLE OF SINGING PROVIDES MORE SCOPE FOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITIONISM THAN DOES PUEBLO MUSIC, THERE ARE NO TRUE SOLOISTS, BUT RATHER INDIVIDUALS WHO ACT AS SONG LEADERS AND WHOSE TASK IT IS TO SET THE PITCH AND TEMPO FOR THE GROUP. IN ADDITION TO THE STYLISTIC FEATURES THAT THE WESTERN APACHE AND NAVAJO SHARE IN COMMON, THE LATTER EMPLOY FACETTO AS AN EMBELLISHMENT TO THE MELODY.

AS OPPOSED TO PUEBLO AND SOUTHERN ATHABASCAN MUSIC, RANCHERÍA SINGING TENDS TO BE STRONGLY
The music of the American Indians of the Southwest by Willard Rhodes Associate Professor of Music, Columbia University

The music of the American Indians of the Southwest offers an amazing variety of styles, forms, and expression. Here is a wealth of subtle musical art that has been too long neglected. This sensitive and evanescent expression of a people whose cultural history has had until recently so few points of contact with our own merits the same appreciation and understanding which we have so freely accorded their other arts and crafts, architecture, pottery, weaving, silversmithing, painting, etc. The music lover whose experience has been limited to Western European music with its harmonic and polyphonic complexities and huge tonal masses resulting from the elaboration and development of essentially simple themes will be puzzled at first by the seeming simplicity of American Indian music. Just as he is required to change his aural perspective in shifting from symphonic music to chamber music within his own culture, so must he adjust his scale of musical values in approaching this very special and strangely beautiful music.

Like the music of the Greeks, American Indian music is predominantly monophonic with occasional excursions into heterophony. This single-lined, melodic style is fraught with an abundance of tonal and rhythmic detail and variety of patterns in form and structure which removes it from the field of simplicity, even though it may be classed as primitive or folk art. Unlike the bulk of our Western European music of the past three centuries which adheres to two scales, major and minor, American Indian music employs a countless number of scales which emerge from the tonal material of the music. The listener's aesthetic sense is satisfied and his psychological needs are filled by anchoring each piece to a tonal center of gravity corresponding to the tonic tone of our own music. Since the music grows so directly out of emotional expression unfettered by theory, and since the tonal material, almost exclusively vocal, is not limited to a system of fixed pitch as in our musical culture where instrumental music has played such a dominant role, there results a variety of scale forms that are slightly bewildering to the initiate.

Nor is American Indian music bound to a metric framework of regularly recurring time units of two beats (3/4 or 4/4 time) or three beats (5/4 or 6/8 time) which lies at the basis of the rhythm of so much Western European music. Many songs are strictly regular in their rhythmic patterning with an even, pulsating beat underlining perfectly balanced, symmetrical phrases. The Walapai funeral song is an example of this type. Such songs are readily understood by the non-Indian listener because in their rhythmic regularity and symmetrical structure they bear a similarity to familiar music. However, the music lover will soon discover hidden delights in the more subtle and sophisticated rhythms of Pueblo music.

The music of this album will make clear to the listener that there is no single musical style for the Southwest. Instead one finds a variety of musical styles which are distinctly characteristic of a culture area or ethnic group within this vast geographical area, though attempts have been made to analyze and define the musical style of some of the tribes represented here. Such studies must be regarded as tentative. Comparative musicologists have not yet determined to what extent a musical style is inherent in the functional nature of the song and the resultant song type, or to what extent it derives from the basic culture of the ethnic group which produces it. The diversity encountered within the music of a culture area suggests the culture contacts that have contributed to the formation of the musical style and poses a problem for the scholar who attempts to define and explain it. The wide diffusion of certain song types with their integrated stylistic features has tended to obscure the profile and definition of musical style for any group. Since each area has developed a music which serves its dominant cultural interest, it is among those particular songs which give expression to that interest that one may look for the fullest statement of a distinctive musical style.

This album offers a small sampling of a vast musical culture which is known to only a few persons. In making this exciting music available to a larger public, it is hoped that the American Indians of the Southwest will be justly repre-
SENTED THROUGH THE ART MEDIUM WHICH EXPRESS ES SO
VITALLY AND STRIKINGLY THE RICHNESS AND COLOR OF
THEIR DAILY SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE.

TAOS

THE MUSIC OF TAOS, NORTHERN MOST OF THE EASTERN
PIEBLO, IS PERHAPS MORE HOMOGENEOUS THAN THAT OF
THE WESTERN PIEBLO, THE INFLUENCE OF PLAINS
MUSIC IS REFLECTED IN MANY SONGS, NOT ONLY IN THE
CONSTITUENT FEATURES OF THE MUSIC ITSELF BUT
ALSO IN THE MANNER OF SINGING AND VOCAL TECH­
NIQUE EMPLOYED, DIAGNOSTIC ELEMENTS LONG RECOG­
IZED AS SIGNIFICANT IN IDENTIFYING MUSICAL
STYLES, THIS IS NOT SURPRISING WHEN ONE CONSIDERS
THE HOMEHAPPANEOUS OF THE PUEBLO AND THE
CONTACT WHICH THE PEOPLE OF TAOS HAVE HAD WITH
THE KIONA AND OTHER PLAINS TRIBES.

ON MOONLIT SUMMER NIGHTS THE YOUNG MEN GATHER
ON THE BRIDGES OVER THE RIVER WHICH SEPARATES THE
TWO COMMUNITY HOUSES AND ENGAGE IN SONG
CONTESTS. THE HUGE MASSES OF THE TWO PIEBLO
LOOKING AGAINST AN ENDLESS DESERT SKY IN THE
MOONLIGHT REFLECTED FROM THE BABBLING STREAM
PRESENT A PICTURESQUE SETTING FOR THESE HAUN­
TING MELODIES. THE MOONLIGHT SONG REPRODUCED
HERE MAY BE REGARDED AS A SERENADE SONG WITH
NO OTHER FUNCTION THAN THAT OF GIVING AESTHET­
IC PLEASURE TO THE SINGERS AND LISTENERS THROUGH
THE SHEER SENSUOUS BEAUTY OF ITS MELODY, A SONG
WITHOUT WORDS AND WITHOUT ACCOMPANIMENT, IT
OFFERS THE SINGERS A CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITY TO
REVEL IN PURE VOCALISM AND VIRTUOSITY,
THOUGH THE STYLE OF SINGING HERE IS LESS DIO­
NYRIC THAN THAT OF MUSICAL MUSIC IT IS
CERTAINLY BOLDER AND LESS RESTRAINED THAN THAT
FOUND IN MOST PIEBLO CEREMONIAL MUSIC.

GAMBLING SONGS, SO WIDELY DIFFUSED AMONG THE
INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA, ARE CHARACTERIZED BY
SEVERAL FEATURES WHICH SEEM TO GROW OUT OF THEIR
FUNCTIONAL NATURE AND WHICH CONSTITUTE A SONG
TYPE AND STYLE THAT TRANSCENDS THE BOUNDARIES
OF TRIBES OR CULTURE AREAS. IN THESE SONGS ONE
NOTES THE LIMITED TONAL MATERIAL, SHORT MELODIC
AND RHYTHMIC UNITS WHICH ARE REPEATED WITHOUT
VARIATION OR DEVELOPMENT, SYNCOPE OF RHYTHM
AND A STEADY, RECURRENT ACCOMPANIMENT.
THE GAMBLING SONG RECORDED IN TAOS EMPLOYS
ONCE TRINE SONGS, TWO PHRASES, ALMOST INDENTICAL, ALTERNATE THROUGHOUT THE SONG, EACH PHRASE IS SIX BEATS IN LENGTH, REPRESENTING AN EXPANSION OF A BASIC FOUR-BEAT UNIT SINGE THE THIRD AND SIXTH BEATS OF EACH PHRASE REPEAT LITERALLY THE MATERIAL OF THE
THIRD AND FOURTH BEATS.

SAN ILDEFONSO

TO THE AMERICAN INDIAN THE EAGLE WAS A SACRED
BIRD VENERATED FOR HIS SUPERNATURAL POWER, THE
EAGLE DANCE, WIDELY PRACTICED AMONG THE PIEBLO
OF THE SOUTHWEST, AND NOW BEING COPIED BY PLAINS
TRIBES, IS REPORTED TO BE PART OF AN ANCIENT
CEREMONY RELATING TO RAIN AND CROPS. BY SOME IT
IS THOUGHT TO BE A FRAGMENT OF AN OLD CEREMONIAL

COMMENORATING THE SAVING OF THE PIEBLO FROM
PLAGUE THROUGH THE INTERVENTION OF THE EAGLE WHO
WITH HIS WINGS FANNED THE BREEZES INTO RAIN CLOUDS
WHICH DESCENDED AND WASHED AWAY THE EVII DISEASE.

THIS MIMETIC DANCE IS USUALLY PRESENTED BY TWO
MALE DANCERS WHO WITH THEIR GRACEFUL MOVEMENTS
IMITATE THE STEPPING, HOPPING, SOARING, LIGHTNESS
OF THE MALE AND FEMALE EAGLES, THE FEATHERED HEADGEAR SIMULATING THE EAGLE'S HEAD,
THE LONG FEATHERED WINGS EXTENDING FROM THE NECK
DOWN THE UNBENT ARMS OF THE DANCER, COMBINE WITH
THE DANCERS FOR THEIR ENTRANCE INTO THE PLAZA,
THIS IS FOLLOWED BY A SECTION IN SLOW TEMPO
LEADING TO A FAST, SPIRITED MIDDLE SECTION AND
THE EVENTUAL RETURN TO THE SLOW SECTION AND ITS
REPETITION, THE MUSICAL FORM IS THAT WHICH IN
WESTERN EUROPEAN MUSIC IS COMMONLY CALLED SONG
FORM, ABAB WITH A PREPARATORY INTRODUCTION.

ZUNI

ZUNI HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS THE "DANCINGEST" PIEB­
LO OF THE SOUTHWEST, THIS IS ONE WAY OF SAYING
THAT IN ZUNI CEREMONIAL LIFE IS HIGHLY ORGANIZED
AND THAT THROUGHOUT THE YEAR COLORFUL CEREMONIES
AND DANCES FOLLOW ONE ANOTHER IN A SEQUENCE AS
ORDERED AS THE MOVEMENT OF THE PLANETS OF THE UNI­
VERSE, THE MAKING OF RAIN IS OF PRIMARY CONCERN
IN ZUNI RELIGIONS AND MOST OF THE CEREMONIES
ARE DIRECTED TOWARD THAT OBJECTIVE, THE RAIN DANCE
PRESENTED HERE IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE MORE COM­
PLEX, ELABORATED MUSICAL STYLE OF THE WESTERN
PIEBLO WHICH HAS BEEN NOTED BY SEVERAL AUTHORI­
TIES. THE LOW-PITCHED, RICH-VOICED UNISONAL SING­
ing OF THE WELL REHEARSED MALE CHORUS PRODUCES A
COMPULSIVE AND HYPNOTIC EFFECT THAT IS COSMIC IN
ITS SCOPE, BENEDICT WRITES, "THE DANCE, LIKE THEIR
RITUAL POETRY, IS A MONOTONOUS COMPESSION OF NATU­
RE FORCES BY REITERATION, THE TIRELESS POUNDING
OF THEIR FEET DRAWS TOGETHER THE MIST IN THE SKY
AND HEAPS IT INTO THE PILED RAIN CLOUDS. IT FORCES
OUT THE RAIN UPON THE EARTH, THEY ARE BENT NOT AT
ALL UPON AN ECSTATIC EXPERIENCE, BUT UPON SOR
THOROUGH-GOING AN IDENTIFICATION WITH NATURE THAT
THE FORCES OF NATURE WILL SWING TO THEIR PURPOSES."

AMONG THE MUSICAL FEATURES TO BE OBSERVED ARE THE
SLOW, STEADY TEMPO, RHYTHMIC SUBTLETIES, SYNCOP­
PATED ACCENTS, AND THE LOW PITCHING AND WIDE MELO­
DIC RANGE OF THE CHANT. THE MUSICAL STRUCTURE AND
FORM IS A HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED ONE, PHRASES AND
SECTIONS, CLEARLY DEFINED AND CONTRASTED, ARE
ORGANIZED INTO A PATTERN THAT SATISFIES THE CANON
O F UNITY AND VARIETY TO BE FOUND IN GREAT WORKS
OF ART. REPEATED HEARINGS OF THIS MUSIC WILL EN­
ABLE THE LISTENER TO IDENTIFY AN INTRODUCTORY
PHRASE FOLLOWED BY A SECTION WITH A DESCENDING
MELODIC OUTLINE, WHICH IN TURN IS CONTRASTED
WITH A NEW SECTION TONALLY CENTERED FOUR TONES
HIGHER AND WITH AN UPWARD MELODIC MOVEMENT, AND
THE ULTIMATE RETURN TO THE TONIC TONE IN THE CODA
WHICH BALANCES SO NICELY WITH THE INTRODUCTION.
The Hopi Butterfly dance, one of the prettiest and most colorful of this Western Pueblo people, is presented in August in the Sun-drenched plazas of their ancient villages, like most dances in this area, it is a petition for rain and bounteous crops. The dance occurs in the same pueblo only once in three years following a week or ten days of intensive rehearsals. Two lines of young men and women dancers approach and retreat in a shuffling trot that is carefully coordinated with the changing rhythms of the dance songs sung by a male chorus with drum accompaniment. The girl dancers wear a towering wooden headdress on which a symbolic cloud design is painted in red, green, yellow and black, and to which plumes of turkey feathers are attached, turquoise earrings, coral beads, silver necklaces, buckskin mocassins, dark dresses and the ceremonial blanket complete the costume of the female dancers.

The music of the Hopi partakes of the general musical style of the Western Pueblo with its wide tonal range, complex rhythms, changes of tempo, and extended elaborated forms. In the Butterfly dance song the structural pattern is a symmetrical one consisting of an introduction, alternating, balancing sections, and a coda.

Navajo

Navajo Religion is an elaborate, highly developed complex of beliefs, mythology, rituals, songs, and prayers, which pervades every aspect of Navajo life. It is through the living of their religion, and the careful observance and practice of fixed rituals and ceremonies that the "people" maintain a harmonious relationship with the mysterious forces of the universe and gain a sense of security. There are thirty-five major ceremonials, generally referred to as chants, most of which are directed toward curing sickness. These ceremonials, varying in length from two to nine days, are conducted by a medicine man known as a singer. It is believed that the ceremonials and the esoteric lore of the singer have been transmitted through an unbroken succession of singers from the gods who gave ceremonial power to the first Navajos.

The Night Chant, popularly known as the Yeibichai (grandfather of the gods), is an important nine day ceremony which may not be performed until after the first killing frost. It is at this ceremony that boys and girls are initiated into the ceremonial life of the tribe by two marked dancers who impersonate the grandfather of the monsters and female divinity. On the last night of the ceremony which is open to the public, Yeibichai appears with a company of marked dancers. After a tiered, unearthly call of the gods, the dancers shake their rattles with a sweeping movement from the ground to their heads, then whirl to the opposite direction and repeat the rattling. Following this formalized introduction, the dancers begin their rhythmic dance and song, accompanying themselves with the rattles.

The Yeibichai songs, generally regarded as the most characteristic and attractive of Navajo music, are unique in style. They are readily recognized by their most obvious feature, the manner of singing, a technique which alternates between the normal singing voice and an incredibly high falsetto or employs exclusively the falsetto as in the example offered here. Other distinctive stylistic features are the florid, melismatic character of the melodies which adhere in their outline to the tones of the major triad, the upward leaping intervals of a sixth or an octave, the formalized introduction and coda with their insistent repetition of the tonic tone, the melodic weight given to the dominant tone, certain rhythmic subtleties, and the accompaniment of the gourd rattle.

The Enemy Way or War dance, a chant whose original function was the purification of those who had been defiled by contact with the enemy, is practiced today as a curative ceremony for those whose sickness is believed to result from contact with non-Navajos. The chief attraction of the ceremony is the girls' dance, more commonly known as the Squaw Dance. This dance serves a social function not unlike that of the debutante ball or "coming-out" party in white society, for it is here that girls of marriageable age are brought to meet prospective husbands. The girls, often with coaching and urging from their mothers, choose their partners for the dance from among the eligible young men, and it is customary for the man to pay the girl for the dance. The songs for this dance are short and after a few repetitions it is usual for some leader to start another song, thus the songs endain themselves into fortuitous cycles which are not fixed and in which there is no organic relationship between songs, the Squaw dance, because of its social and secular character, offers song-makers an opportunity in creative activity and originality which is denied them in most of the ceremonial music where great stress is placed on accuracy of performance of chants as they were received from the gods.

Western Apache

The girls' puberty rite of the Western Apache is a major ceremonial which ritualizes the critical transition from girlhood to womanhood. This nine day ceremony calls for a group of marked dancers to impersonate the mountain-dwelling supernaturals and present the devil dance, sometimes called the crown dance because of the elaborate, forked headpiece which is attached to the buckskin mask. In addition to its principal objective the event provides occasion for minor curing ceremonies and social exchange and entertainment celebrated by social dancing.
Opler states, "The songs of the third and last social dance of each night of the puberty rite may appropriately be called the morning dance songs since the dance they accompany begins several hours before dawn and continues until daybreak. It is to this group of songs that the sunrise song belongs.

The music of the western Apache bears an obvious kinship to that of their Athabaskan-speaking relatives, the Navajo, though less varied and elaborated than Navajo music. It follows a pattern of organization found in much Navajo ceremonial music, the chanting of long prayers on one or two tones with a short refrain of nonsense syllables (He-ne-ya) punctuating and alternating with the phrases of the chant. The limited tonal range of these songs and their close adherence to the major triad are musical features to be noted.

Yuma

The music of the Yuman tribes presents a remarkable homogeneity in style which sets it apart from the music of other southwestern peoples. The song cycles possess a stylistic unity which enables a native to place any song in the series to which it belongs. In most Yuman songs one can recognize two distinct parts, the one a principal motive which is constantly repeated, the other consisting of melodically different phrases which alternate from time to time with the first part and turn upward in their melodic movement. Herzog finds, "This shift of the melodic weight upward is the most noteworthy feature of the style." Among other stylistic features which are found in Yuman music are the unusual manner of singing, the rhythmic sequence of shouts (Ha, Ha, Ha, A) with which songs are frequently concluded, the predominant use of the rattle, the conventionalized movements of the hand in rattling, coherence of songs into large cycles, strong connection with myths and weak relation to ceremonialism.

The "birds", one of the best-known and commonest of the song cycles among the Mohave and Yuma, is sung for the dance at the annual fiesta on the fourth of July. Like all other song cycles it may be used at the ceremony of burning the dead.

Papago

In July the Papago hold their most important communal ceremony, the object of which is the making of rain. In preparation for this event the ripe fruit of the saguaro cactus is gathered, boiled into a thick syrup and fermented into a liquor which forms the base of a drink of low alcoholic content which the Papago call "Tiswin". This is drunk ceremonially, Underhill explains, "the idea is that the saturation of the body with liquor typifies and produces the saturation of the earth with rain. Every act of the procedure is accompanied with ceremonial singing or oratory describing rain and growth."

The Papago manner of singing is distinguished by a mildness of tone quality, gentleness of vocal attack, and a restrained dynamic rarely exceeding a forte. Characteristics which set it apart from the Pueblo singing technique, the song is in a slow tempo and contains many long sustained notes, particularly at the end of phrases. The upward interval of a sixth, relatively rare in North American Indian music, occupies an exposed position and contributes considerably to the individuality of the Papago music. The manner of singing and the style of the music suggest Spanish influence.

Walapai

The Walapai funeral song or mourning song as it may well be called is completely Yuman in its style, structure and function, confined to a narrow melodic range of five tones it still manages to conform to the Yuman style by satisfying the most distinctive feature of Yuman music, the upward rise of the second melodic element of the song. In design, the pattern of the song is A, A, A, B, A, A, A, B, A. The tempo and meter of the song are steady and even, each phrase being sixteen beats in length and consisting of two sub-phrases which bear a balancing relationship to each other. The B phrase, with its initial interval of an ascending third, represents a variation and transposition of the A phrase. Many of these songs were borrowed from the Yuma and the words are no longer understood by the Walapai.

Havasupai

The music of the Havasupai, like their general culture, is simple and relatively poor. The stick game song with its limited melodic range, steady tempo, and unvarying repetition of phrases is less interesting, musically, than the music of the other ethnic groups of the Southwest. A rhythmic unit of three pulsations, rather rare in the bulk of North American Indian music though common to the music of the Yuman tribes, attracts our attention to this song.
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